INDUCTION (USA, 2005) [SHORT FILM]

**Credits:** director, Elan Glasser; writers, Thomas Lavane Bung (screenplay), Elan Glasser (story).

**Cast:** Brian Gross, Jon Huertas, Kathleen Gati, Karen Gordon.

**Summary:** Short (13 min.) student (USC) melodrama set in the U.S. in 1970. At the height of the Vietnam War, best friends Zack (Gross) and Rico (Huertas) are called in for their military draft physicals. Zack has a hilarious plan for them to fail the physical exams, but Rico is torn between loyalty to his friend and to his family’s patriotic beliefs. At the end of the day, both of their lives will change dramatically.

No known reviews. Official web site viewed May 2006
(http://www.inductionmovie.com/credits.html)
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